
TenSen is a fast paced real-time Speed based card game where players must 
organize their armies to defeat enemy Damiyos.

Target Audience: 8 – 25 year old

Recommended Players: 2-3

Objective
Players control a Japanese Emperor who controls the Daimyo’s army to attack and destroy the 

enemy Daimyo and his armies. The first player to collect the head of the other Daimyos wins!

Board Setup
Players take shuffled Army cards and distribute evenly to all players. Kami cards are then dealt out 

separately so each player receives three random Kami cards. During play, players place numbered Army 
cards in front of the Daimyo they are trying to defeat. Players must declare all cards that they play.
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3 Player Setup

For 2 Players, use setup above. For three players, each player receives only two Daimyo Cards. In three 
Player game, the player to earn two Daimyo heads is declared the winner.



Daimyo Card Diagram



Rules
Defeating Daimyo:

A player takes an Army card that  is one less than the Daimyo’s hit points. The players must  then 
play a number lower and continue until the card number matches the death value of the enemy Daimyo. 
When a Daimyo is defeated, the losing player takes the Army cards that  were used to defeat his/her 
Daimyo and add them to their hands. They also take the Daimyo’s head and add it to their collection.

Saving Daimyo:

To strengthen your Daimyo, a player can place an Army card with a higher number preceding 
what has been played. i.e. if the Daimyo’s Hit Points are 5, a player can place a 6, then 7, then etc. The 
max value a Daimyo can reach is 10.

 Clashing Armies:

Players are allowed to play one card at a time, but  are allowed to play them as fast  as they can. At 
any point during the game, a player can interrupt another player placing an Army card by placing a 
number that  is in sequential order and either higher or lower. I.e. if one player plays a 3, another player 
can play a 2 or a 4.

Kami Cards

When Kami Cards are played, all actions are paused until the said action has been preformed.

Badger (Wild)

• The Tanuki is a shape shifting badger that brings prosperity to any who encounter it.

• Badger can be used as any Army Card, which the player must announce when playing the badger.

Monkey (Swap)
• The Saru-Ninja is considered a pest, breaking into places and stealing things in the middle of the night.
• Monkey makes Players trade all of their cards (including Kami cards). 

o Note: If playing with 3 Players, a player chooses whose hand to swap with.

Shinto Priest (Cleanse)

• The Kitsune Shinto Priest is a personification of the White Foxes who served as messengers to the 
gods for the ancient Japanese people. 

• Priest takes cards on a Daimyo, reset and player who places the card adds the cards to his/her hand.



Exceptions
Stalemate

If both players declare that they cannot play any cards and all Kami cards have been played, they 
can both agree on a stalemate. The players then combine their hands and Kami cards, shuffle 
them, redistribute evenly, and continue playing.

Vengeful Spirit

The Japanese were traditionally very superstitious when it came to natural disasters occurring 
after the death of an enemy. When another player has lost all of his Daimyo’s, they are still able to play 
cards but they cannot kill another player’s Daimyo.


